Program to be announced from the stage

Intermission planned between bands

**POP BAND PERSONNEL**

Sarah Lucier - voice  
Diane Gorun - voice  
Emanuella Stratas - voice  
Fraser Brown - voice/guitar  
Alexa Brown - trumpet  
Anna Arden Temple - trumpet  
Chaitravi Kulkami - sax alto  
Chase Griffin - sax tenor  
Ricky Chee - sax bari  
Jacob MacFarlane - trombone  
Eric Daoust - piano  
Jackson Million - guitar  
David Han - bass  
Yizhou Luo - drums  
Isaac Lee - drums/percussion

**SALSA BAND PERSONNEL**

Sam Hansell - voice  
Natalia Jordan-Rozwadowski - voice  
Lillian Friesen - voice  
Natassia Stelatos - flute  
Cristopher Reyes - trumpet  
Nikola Locatelli - trumpet  
Alexa Brown - trumpet/percussion  
Etienne Joulin - sax alto/bari  
Ricky Chee - sax tenor  
Sidnee McLeod - trombone  
Jose Grande-Rodriguez - piano  
Andrew Kosty - bass  
Sofia Pompe - percussion  
Meagan Foster - percussion  
Evan Chambers - percussion

Music changes lives. So do our donors.

Charitable gifts from music lovers, like you, provide critical support for the Don Wright Faculty of Music’s performances and educational programming. To help us to continue to enrich our community through the power of music, please make a donation online or call 519-661-2111 ext. 85695